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Shifting Environmental Foundations:

The Unprecedented and

Unpredictable Future

NATHAN L. STEPHENSON, CONSTANCE 1. MILLAR,
AND DAVID N. COLE

ex:panding human impacts suggest that hUlllan intervention in ecosystems
may be essential to protect critical values in parks and wilderness areas. Eco
logical restoration has moved toward the forefront of stewardship policY
and practice. As a case in point, National Park Service (2006: 37) man
agement policies call for the restoration of naturally functioning ecosys
tems and, if this is not possible, for the restoration and maintenance of"the
dosest approximation of the naurral condition;' Although restoration Illay
enhance some of the values of naturalness, such as maintenance of native
biodiversity, widespread intervention erodes other meanings and values of
naturalness-natural areas as places where humans do not willfully manip
ulate ecosystems, where nature remains self-willed and autonomous.

vVhere intervention and restoration are needed and feasible, protected
area managers must develop realistic objectives and devise effective strate
gies for achieving them. In part because of the centrality of historical fidel
ity to notions of naturalness, past ecosystem conditions have conunonly
been adopted as targets for the future. With recognition of the inherent
dynamism of ecosystems (Chapter 3), reference targets for restoration are
often prescribed as a range of past conditions, often called natural or his
torical range of variability (Landres et al. 1999), rather than conditions at
a single point in time. But given the r\lpid pace/of directional anthropo
genic changes, such targets, even those expressed as a range, lllay be neither
achievable nor desirable.

Although dle range of past ecosystem conditions rerllains a valuable
source ofinformation about the forces that shape ecosystems (Swetnam et
al. 1999), it no longer autOlnatically serves as a sensible target for restora
tion and maintenance ofecosystems. Our world has entered an era in which
keystone environmental drivers-those that define the possible range of
characteristics of a protected area-simply have no analog in the past, no
matter how distandy we look. Attempts to restore and rnaintain a sem
blance ofpast conditions therefore Inay be akin to forcing square pegs into
round holes. Furthermore, at the spatial and temporal scales relevant to
protected area management, dle ability to predict future ecosystem condi
tions and outcomes ofmanagement actions is, at best, qualitative. Surprises
are inevitable and are likely to be dle rule radler than the exception.

In this chapter, we explore dle implications of rapid global changes for
protected area stewardship. We describe the major classes ofanthropogenic
drivers ofchanges in protected areas, including habitat fraglnentation, loss
of top predators, pollution, invasive species, altered disturbance regilnes,
and climatic change, concluding that resultant ecosystem changes are likely
to be dramatic, ubiquitous, directional, and unprecedented. And even with
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Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.
-Niels Bohr

AB described in Chapter 2, protected area managers have been directed,
through statutes and agency policy, to preserve natural conditions in parks
and wilderness. Although preserving naturalness has always been a chal
lenge for managers, there has never been much question about whether this
is the right thing to do. But given what is known now about the pace and
magnitude of ongoing global changes, the appropriateness of na~a1ne~s
as a management goal must be reexamined. A host of anthropogemc enVl
ronmental stressors are reshaping ecosystems, including those protected in
parks and wilderness. Pollution is now ubiquitous worldwide, and invasive
species are common in most landscapes. Habitats ha~e become ~~h1y fra~

mented, and climatic changes are dramatically altermg the ablOtIC conm
tions in which biota live. Given these changes, some attempts to restore
and maintain naturalness may at best be ineffective; at worst, they could
waste precious resources and even contribute to loss of some of the values

that managers are trymg to protect.
Itwas once assUlned that natural conditions could be maintained largely

by protecting a park from development and inappropriate uses. Now, ever-
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management intervention aimed at responding to these stressors, protected
areas inevitably will experience substantial effects of accelerating anthropo
genic global changes. We describe the challenges of predicting the future,
including how ecosystems are likely to respond to management actions.
We identify some likely expectations for the future but conclude that un
certainty will be high. Consequently, many of the traditional approaches to
protected area management that depend on natural conditions as bench
marks for restoration may no longer be tenable. We briefly point out some
promising new goals and management strategies, topics that are covered in

more detail in subsequent chapters. '

Anthropogenic Change and the Unprecedented Future

To protect values such as native biodiversity and critical ecosystem nmc
tions, protected area managers need clear information on the nature and
magnitude ofanthropogenic influences on park and wilderness ecosystenls.
When change is deemed unacceptable and critical values are tllreatened, in
tervention will generally be needed. When interveptions are taken, manag
ers must identify desired outcomes and prescribe specific management ac
tions likely to be effective in meeting tllose targets. Understanding change is
fundamental to all these steps, each ofwhich becomes increasingly difficult
as anthropogenic changes increase and furore conditions become less and
less similar to those of tlle past. A handful of particularly important drivers
ofchange have profound effects on park and wilderness ecosystems.

Habitat Fragmentation and the Loss ofTop Predaton

When Yellowstone National Park was first designated, it was generallyas
sumed naturalness could be achieved by leaving tlle park alone. But it was
soon discovered d1at even a large park such as Yellowstone was too small to
remain natural without human intervention, particularly once top preda
tors such as the wolf were elinlinated. Loss of keystone species and pro
cesses has cascading effects that ultimately can be manifested in loss of bio
diversity (Wagner 2006). And if this is a problem even in a large park such
as Yellowstone, it is likely to be an even more severe problem in smaller pro
tected areas. Increasingly; parks and wildernesses are isolated islands: rela
tively undisturbed biotic communities embedded in a matrLx of land that
has been substantially altered by humans (Hansen and DeFries 2007).

In many protected areas, top predators have been eliminated or are
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present in reduced nunlbers, cut off from odler populations by adjacent
developed lands. A common result is hyperablU1dant ungulate populations
that have cascading effects tl1foughout an ecosystem. For exanlple, Ripple
and Beschta (2008) have concluded that declining populations of black
oak (Qytercus lulloggii), an emblematic species in Yosemite Valley, may ulti
Inately result from cougars (Pm 1'2a concolor) now avoiding the valley, where
people congregate. Widl predation reduced, populations ofmule deer (Od
ocoileus hemi01uts), which browse on dle oale. seedlings, have expanded. ivlo
rell (2008) notes tllat with few small oaks to replace elders, other vegeta
tion and anin1al species may be affected, potentially resulting in a decline in
overall biodiversity. This decline in diversity filay occur despite tlle natural
appearance ofdle valley and its protection for more than a cenuuy.

Land use changes around a protected area, such as residential deve1op
ment~ conversion to agriculture, or tiluber harvests, can have substantial
effects on the reserve itself, such as tllfough changes in ecological flo\vs
into and out of the reserve, loss of habitat crucial to mobile orcranismsb ,

increasing exposure to invasive species along reserve edges, and changes
in effective reserve size (Hansen and DeFries 2007). An exa.mple is Devil's
Postpile National Monument, a small park unit in California that is sur
rounded by lands administered for diverse purposes by the U.S. Forest Ser
vice. Recreational uses in the multiple-use lands to the east of the monu
ment contribute to a flow of invasive species into the adjacent portions of
the monument; in contrast, a similar flow across the western boundary of
the monument, which adjoins wilderness, has not been observed.

For species with poor ability to disperse across human-altered land
scapes, such as species that depend on old-gro\vth forest but that are unable
to disperse across agricultural lands, habitat fragmentation may reduce ge
netic exchange between populations, possibly reducing adaptive potential
to other novel stressors. Additionally, in dle face of rapid climatic change,
protected areas may become unsuitable for some of the species they pro
tect. Habitat fragnlentation by land use changes may preclude those species
from migrating to new regions more suitable to thenl.

The Spread ofInvasive Species
I I

Another important driver of change in protected areas is invasion by non-
native species. Nonnative invasive species can substantially alter the struc
ture, cOlnposition, and function of ecosystems. For eXaInple, chestnut
blight (Cryphonectria parasitica) and tlle gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar)
have had devastating effects in forests of eastern North America (Lovett
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et al. 2006). Often, the invasive species having the greatest effects on eco
systems are those that alter ecosystem processes and disturbance regimes.
For example, cheatgrass (Bromus teetorzm~) has invaded the lU1derstory of
many pine forests and shnlblands in the western United States, increasing
the amount and continuity of fine fuels and dlUS the frequency of fires. In
creased fire frequency, in turn, affects ecosystem composition and structure
and other ecosystem processes, changes that often increase vulnerability to
further invasion. .

Although nonnative species traditionally have been considered those
that are recendy arrived from anywhere outside a protected area's boundary
(or even native species, such as trout, transplanted to new habitats within
the boundary), rapid climatic changes will probably force a reassessment of
dus definition. Habitats widlin protected areas will probably become un·
suitable for some current native species but may become suitable for species
that historically may never have occurred in the protected area but that are
native to me surrounding region. Such "displaced natives" may no longer
automatically be treated as nonnative invasive species.

Invasive species provide important lessons regarding decisions about
interventions and the relevance ofnaturalness to such decisions. First, most
protected area managers agree that it is simply infeasible to eliminate all in
vasive species. For example, nonnative annual grasses have been abundant
in many low-elevation park ecosystems in California since the 1850s. They
are considered naturalized and are often perceived to be "natural?' Interven
tions usually are focused on select invasive species. For exan)ple, managers
intervene to fight a worrisome plant such as spotted knapweed (Centztrea
maculosa) rather than a more benign invasive because lmapv,reed has a more
deleterious effect on ecosystems (see Chapter 10 for nlore on invasives).

Altered Disturbance Regimes

Humans have substantially altered disturbance regimes over large parts of
the earth's surface, including parks and wildernesses. For example, humans
have altered fire regimes for millennia, particularly during the twentieth
century. In western North America, fire exclusion after Euroanlerican set
dement resulted in unprecedented fire-free periods in some forest types.
Lack of fire has l1lodified forest structure and composition and increased
the likelihood ofwildfires sweeping through forests with a severity that was
rarely encountered in pre-Euroamerican times. Fire exclusion has had cas
cading effects on biodiversity, biogeochemical cycles, and wildlife (Keane et
a1. 2002). This situation has been aggravated by climatic warming, which is
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implicated in longer fire seasons and increases in the area burned in large,
uncontrolled wildfires (Westerling et a1. 2006).

Many aquatic and riparian organisnls are adapted to periodic floods,
wluch can greatly affect habitat structure and mobilize nutrients and sedi
ments. Dams within or upstream ofsome protected areas have profoundly
reduced seasonal flooding, altering ecosystenls and in SOlne cases contrib
uting to extinctions. In dle face of rapid climatic changes, even unregulated
rivers and streams are likely to experience altered flood regilnes.

Air and Water Pollution
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FIGURE 4.1. The nature of directional anthropogenic global changes illustrated
by changes in atmospheric CO

2
concentrations through time. For at least the

last 650,000 years, CO
2

concentrations have varied largely in concert with glacial
advances and retreats, never falling below 180 ppm or exceeding 300 ppm..Mostly
within the last 100 years, human activities such as fossil filet combustion and defor
estation have driven CO concentrations well beyond 380 ppm, greatly exceeding

2

any concentrations of at least the preceding 650,000 years. (Data from National
Climatic Data Center and Oak Ridge National Laboratory)

One of the most pervasive andlropogenic global changes, affecting both
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, is rising atmospheric carbon dioxide
(C0 ) concentrations. Altllough CO has

2 2 always been a normal part of
Earth's atmosphere, human activities such as fossil fuel c0111bustion and
deforestation have led to tlle highest atmospheric CO2 concentrations of
any period in at least the last 650,000 years (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change [IPCC] 2007; Figure 4.1). Elevated CO2 concentrations
have already resulted in ocean acidification, widl potentially profound COllw

sequences for Illarine ecosystems (Orr et al. 2005). Furthennore, rising
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CO concentrations affect plant growth and competition) and therefore
2

community strucrore and composition.
Compared with increases in atmospheric CO ,2 luan)' other forms of

pollution are distributed more heterogeneously across Earth but can have
regionally pervasive effects. Humans now release more biologically active
nitrogen than is released by all natural processes combined, with cascad
ing effects on ecosystems and feedbacks to climatic changes (Ferm et aI.
2003; Galloway et al. 2008). Increased ground-level ozone concentrations
contribute to the death or reduced growth of some plant species, thereby
shifting species composition (Aslmlore 2005), and acidic deposition fur
ther alters both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Driscoll et al. 2001).
Other widespread forms ofpollution include pesticides, some ofwhich act
as endocrine disruptors.

As with invasive species) protected area managers often must accept
that, at least for the foreseeable furore, many of the adverse effects of pol
lution are inevitable. Managers can work with others to reduce pollution
at its sources, but effective tools for doing so are linlited. Within their pro
tected areas, managers must identify which effects of pollution are both
critically important and feasible to address. As with invasive species, priori
ties for action must be based not on how unnatural a pollutant is but on
how critical its effect is to desired ecosystem characteristics and the likely
efficacy ofproposed management actions.

Global Clinzatic Change

As noted in Chapter 2, recognition of the magnitude of global climatic
change has had the most profound effect on how we think about protected
area stewardship and the relevance ofnaturalness to stewardship decisions.
Earth may be warmer now than at any time in the last millennium, and
perhaps much longer. If expected future climatic changes come to pass,
by the end of this century large portions of the earth's surface will host
climates that have no current analog anywhere on Earth (Williams and
Jackson 2007). If we consider specific combinations of climate, soils) and
topography as defining a particular habitat type, ongoing clinutic changes
may result in even greater proportions of the earth's surface being occu
pied by novel habitats than would be expected if climatic changes alone
were considered (Saxon et aI. 2005). Conversely, climatic changes are also
expected to result in the complete disappearance of some contemporary
climates and habitat types, both regionally and globally (Saxon et al. 2005;
Williams and Jaclcson 2007).
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Anthropogenic climatic change vvill drive park and wilderness eco
systems further from the natural condition mandated by policy, in which
human influence is minimal and there is a substantial degree of historical
fidelity. Currently, managers are often directed to respond by restoring as
"natural» a condition as possible. But what do they use as a target or refer
ence for their interventions if the future climate of a particuJar protected
area is projected to have no contemporary analog? Can they expect to find
a reference analog in Earth's past? Perhaps, but tllat past may be quite dis
tant and its ecological setting quite different. For example, by the end of
tlus century average global temperatures may have reached levels not seen
since the last interglacial period or longer (more than 120)000 years ago),
a period when now-extinct megafauna played significant roles as ecosystenl
architects. By century's end, global temperatures might even exceed any
achieved in tlle last several million years, evolutionary time scales that have
seen pervasive changes in Earth's biqta. Even if it were possible to charac
terize the structure, composition, and processes ofancient ecosystems with
adequate precision to use them as references, their biota differed from those
on Earth today.

Although tlle extent of no-analog habitats (col11binations of climate,
soils, and topography) is likely to increase in coming decades, the altered
future habitats of some protected areas might sometimes be analogous to
habitats found elsewhere on the landscape within the past few centuries,
particularly in environmentally cOlnple;x: mountainous regions (Saxon et
al. 2005). Would such protected areas be sensible candidates for contin
ued management for "natural" conditions, using analogs from the past as
targets? We think not. A site's biotic potential in tlle future will be deter
mined by more than just climate, soils, and topography. Specifically, cli
matic changes will interact with the other novel, pervasive agents ofchange
(habitat fragmentatiol1, loss of top predators, invasive species, altered dis
turbance regimes, and pollution) to such an extent that all habitats may be
no-analog habitats.

Unprecedented Environmental Change Challenges Naturalness

The unprecedented future that will result from tlle convergence of rapid
climatic changes with an additional suite ofnovel) pervasive environn1ental
stressors such as those described above demands that managers and poli
cymakers move beyond existing concepts of nauu-alness. Antllropogenic
change is both ubiquitous and directional, and restoration of key aspects
of naturalness (such as historical fidelity) is likely to be bOtll tmattainable
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and undesirable. However, directional change does not nlean that change is
either linear or predictable. In fact, as will be discussed in the next section,
change may be nonlinear and increasingly lillpredictable. We have entered
an era in which environmental influences on ecosystems have no prece
dence in the history ofEarth, no matter how far into the past we look.

Our entry into a no~a.nalog future means that attempt's to restore natu-
.ralness, using past conditions as targets, usually ,vill delnand greater and
greater inputs of energy. Protected area managers may thus be con1111it
ted to engage in Sisyphean efforts that ultimately are likely to fail (Hilder
brand et al. 2005). Even more significantly, the no-"malog future nleans
that management interventions could result in "restored" ecosystems that
are inherently unstable to novel conditions, making them more susceptible
to sudden, undesirable state shifts (Harris et al. 2006). For example, main
tenance of a "naturally" dense forest in the face of a drying climate could
result in tlle sudden loss of the forest to insects, patllogens, or an unusu
ally severe wildfire, followed by soil erosion and a consequent reduction
of biological potential. Thus, in the face of a suite of novel environn1ental
conditions, restoration ofecosystems to resemble those ofthe past provides
no guarantee of their sustarnability into the future and in fact lllight lead to
the catastrophic loss of SOllle of tlle very ecosystem elements intended for
preservation.

The Unpredictable Future

To decide whether and how to intervene in ecosystenls, protected area
Inanagers normally need a reasonably clear idea of \vhat fi.lture ecosystems
would be like if they did not intervene. Management practices usually in
volve defining a more desirable future condition and implementing Inanage
nlent actions designed to push or guide ecosystems toward that condition.
Managers need confidence in the likely outcomes of their interventions.
This traditional and inherently logical approach requires a high degree of
predictive ability, and predictions must be developed at appropriate spatial
and temporal scales, often localized and near-term. Unfornrnately, at the
scales, accuracy, and precision most useful to protected area managenlent,
the future not only promises to be unprecedented, it promises to be unpre
dictable. To illustrate this, consider tlle uncertainties involved in predicting
climatic changes, how ecosystems are likely to respond to climatic changes,
and the likely efficacy of actions that might be tal(en to COlrnter adverse
effects of climatic changes. Comparable uncertainties surrowld tlle nature
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and magnitude of future changes in the other ecosystem stressors we have
discussed in this chapter and the interactions between these stressors.

The Challenge afPredicting Clifnatic Cha'nges

Prediction of the rate and magnitude of future climatic changes requires
knowledge of climate sensitivity, the average global warming expected
from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentrations. Recent estimates of
climate sensitivity range broadly between 2.1 0 and 4.40 C, although lower
and much higher values are possible. Additional research is lrnlikely to inl
prove this range of estimates because the large degree of uncertainty is a
general consequence of tlle nature of the climate system itself Thus, our
ability to predict the effects of increasing greenhouse gas concentrations
even on global-scale climate is inherently uncertain.

This uncertainty is compounded by uncertainty about the magnitude
of future greenhouse gas emissions. Enlissions will be affected by dle in
teractions of complex phenomena such as long-term delllographic trends,
econonlic development, land use change, teclul010gical change, geopoli
tics, and feedbacks between climatic changes, ecosystems, and societies. Re
cent international climatic change assessments have relied on greenhouse
gas emission scenarios spamling a broad range of possible futures. Even
so) actual emission reductions frOlTI technological advances have already
lagged behind projected reductions that were assUllled in even the most
pessimistic of these scenarios (Pielke et al. 2008)) underscoring d1e inher
ent uncertainty in predicting future emissions.

Uncertainty regarding both greenl1011se gas emissions and climatic
response to those emissions means that the rate and magniutde of future
global climatic changes 1il<:ewise remain lU1certain. For example, recent es
timates of increases in mean global temperaulre by the end of the century
mostly range fronll.l 0 to 6.40 C, with even higher or lower values possible
(IPCC 2007). Importandy, these are globally averaged predictions. The ac
curacy of climatic change predictions decreases as the scale of analysis is
narrowed from global to regional to hxal. Local predictions) the most inac
curate ones, are what the managers of protected areas really need. Even for
well-studied regions such as nort11ern California, recent model projections
do not agree as to whether future climates will be warmer and wetter or
warmer and drier-alternative futures d1at have profoundly differing impli
cations for protected areas and their management. At tlle spatial scales rel
evant to park managers, even higher levels ofuncertainty arise from poorly
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understood microclimatic complexity, such as cold air pooling and hillslope
effects.

The Challenge ofPredieting Ecosystem Response to Climatic Change

Climate forecasts are relevant because those forecasts then drive models
addressing the questions of greatest interest to managers: How will the
plants, animals, and ecosystems they ste\vard be affected by future climatic
changes? Yet predictions ofecosystem responses to environmental changes
are notoriously tmreliable. Their accuracy would be low even ifthe rate and
magnitude offnune environmental changes were precisely known.

Models are useful for organizing thinking, giving a qualitative feel for
a range of possible rates and magnitudes of future ecosystem changes, and
providing grist for scenario planning (Chapter 13). However, their out
puts cannot be used as predictions. Because the extraordinary conlplexity of
ecosystems is not fully understood and cannot be adequately incorporated
in models, models make numerous simplifying assunlptions. For example,
some common assU11lptions are that the effects of species interactions are
negligible, that evolutionary responses to rapid environmental changes are
negligible, and that contemporary correlations bet\veen environment and
ecosystem properties imply simple cause-and-effect relationships. How
ever, most such assumptions are questionable or are simply false (Dormann
2007; Suttle et al. 2007). Models based on different sets of simplifying
assU11lptions yield widely divergent forecasts of the biological effects of fu
ture climatic changes. For example, projected changes in distribution of
the South Mrican shnlb Leucosperntttm hypophyllocarpode1ld1~on between now
and 2030 ranged from a 92 percent reduction to a 322 percent gain over
the plant's current distribution, depending on which of several cOlnpeting
models was used (Pearson et al. 2006). Although forecasts Inight improve
by considering the combined outputs of severallllodels, significant uncer
tainties and surprises are inevitable (Williams and Jackson 2007; Doak et
al.2008).

Further hmnpering prediction of future ecosysteln conditions, envi
ronnlental stressors often interact in unexpected ways. For exanlple, at1no
spheric nitrogen deposition can facilitate invasion by nonnative plant spe
cies, which in turn can alter fire regimes, ultimately leading to vegetation
type conversions (Brooks et al. 2004). Such interactions are notoriously
difficult to anticipate (Doak et al. 2008). Other surprises will occur as ad
ditional stressors emerge, a recent exanlple being the rapid, global spread
ofa chytrid fungus (Batrachochytriu1ft dendrobatidis) throughout frog popu-
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lations. Effects of such diseases can trigger cascading effects throughout
ecosystems.

A critically inlportant class of surprises involves threshold events, in
which gradual environmental changes trigger sudden, draIllatic, and some
tinIes irreversible changes in ecosystem state (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003).
For example, in some parts of western North America gradual climatic
warming has contributed to sudden and extensive outbreaks ofbark beetles
(Dendroctonus and Ips), killing nlillions of hectares of forest within a few
years (Raffa et al. 2008). Ongoing warming may trigger further outbreaks
in regions fonnerly immune to them. Altllough critically importaIlt, thresh
olds remain difficult to identify (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003).

Some Broad Expeaations fOr Future Conditions

Altllough the fuuIre is inlpossible to predict precisely, particularly at the lo
cal scales most important to managers, it is still possible to identify broad,
qualitative expectations at regional scales that might be helpful to protected
area managers. For example, even though the precise pace and magnitude
of global or regional warming CalIDot be predicted, one can predict with
high certainty tllat in coming decades most regions of the cardl will get
warmer (Jackson and Overpeck 2000). Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
at the regiona). if not local scale, the anlount of annual precipitation falling
as snow will continue to decline and that snowpack itself will decline aIld~

in some places, vanish. As summers become longer, dle average regional
fire season will lengthen, and area burned will probably increase (West
erling et al. 2006). Weather extremes, such as heat waves, droughts, and
floods, are likely to become more COlnmon (IPCC 2007). Sea level \vill
continue to rise, inundating sonle coastal ecosystems, and oceans will con
tinue to warm and acidify (IPCC 2007). Land use changes are likely to
continue driving habitat fragmentation, various sorts ofpollution are likely
to continue or increase, aIld novel invasive species will continue invading
most ecosystems.

Paleoecological studies have clearly demonstrated that species behave
individualistically in response to clilnatic changes (Jackson and Overpeck
2000). Thus, in response to climatic changes of tlle magniulde projected
by the end of tlns century, most contemporary biotic cOlllmunities (par
ticular combinations of species that currently live togetller) are likely to
have at least partly dissociated, and tlIeir conlponent species will have re
assembled in combinations that have no contemporary analogs. As al
luded to earlier, either with or without hun1an assistance, nlmy species will

-----------------------------------_.-----
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migrate, with ranges expanding in sonle areas and contracting in others
(Parmesan 2006; Thomas et al. 2006). Other species will alnlost certainly
be driven to population extirpation or species extinction (Thomas et al.
2006). lviany protected areas will no longer provide suitable habitat for
many of their current species; conversely, "displaced native" species are
likely to migrate into reserves. Rapid environnlental changes will also drive
evolutionmy changes, altering biodiversity at the level of the genOlne (Par
mesal12006).

Unpredictability Makes Deshl'cd Future Conditions Proble1'natic

In the next several decades, ongoing global environmental changes are al
1110St certain to drive profound and unprecedented changes in ecosystems.
However, the precise nature of those changes will not be dear until they
happen. Despite the scientific cOffil11unity's ability to make some broad,
qualitative generalizations about probable future conditions, it is imposM
sible, especially at dle spatial and temporal scales useful to protected area
managers, to accurately predict either environmental chmges or consequent
ecosystem responses (Pilkey and Pilkey-Jarvis 2007). Given this uncertainty,
narrowly defined desired future ecosystem conditions, particularly if they
arc historical conditions poorly aligned with dle unprecedented future, will
seldom provide useful targets for management intervention. Managers will
need approaches to planning that are more suitable to a high level of un
certainty, approaches that allow for a much wider array of possible desired
outcomes, and they will need ways to become even more adept at adapting
to rapidly changing cond.itions.

Protected Area Stewardship in a Changing World

The nature and magnitude of andlropogenic global Challges challenges
managers to move beyond traditional concepts ofnaulralness to find guid
ance for dealing with the nuanced dilemmas ofcontemporary ste\vardship.
The degree to which protected area ecosystems are affected by humans will
almost certainly continue to increase, and it is probable that the pervasive
ness of management interventions will follow suit. Although there will al
ways be places where lack offunds precludes intervention and places where
managers refrain from intervening despite hUmall effects on ecosystems,
many protected areas are likely to experience at least som<; intentional hu
man manipulation. The numerous anthropogenic drivers ofchange and th~
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profound naUne ofchange make it clear that substantial human influence is
inevitable, even in our nlost valued paries and wilderness areas.

The future dominmKe of no-analog conditions) the inherent unpre
dictability of the future, md the vimlal certainty of surprises all conspire
to force protected area managers to adopt fundamentally ne\v goals and
management strategies. As we have noted, managen1ent actions aimed at
restoring or maintaining ecosystems with high historical fidelity (using nat
ural analogs frOln the past) or minucking conditions that would exist in the
absence of hwnan influences will require continuously increasing inputs
of energy and ultimately arc likely to fail. Failures could be catastrophic.
Attempts to resist rapid environmental changes could create inherently lm

stable conditions, leading to the sudden loss of some of the very species
and ecosystem functions managers had hoped to sustain. Instead, protected
area managers will probably need to redefine thdir goals. For exanlple, dley
might seek to maintain regional native biodiversity and critical ecosystenl
functions, even if biotic conlffiunity structure and composition no longer
resemble what existed in the past. To reach these ends, new lllanagenlent
approaches are needed. Interventions might emphasize facilitating, rather
than resisting, certain ecosystem Challges. A key to facilitating ecosystem
transitions will be maintenance of ecosystem resilience, the ability to sus
tain environmental sho·::ks and stresses without undergoing an undesirable
and irreversible change in conditions. Resilience and other nl~ulagement

emphases are addressed in Chapters 6 through 9.
Managers will need to act in the face of uncertainty. To do so, they

may need to abandon traditional approaches to long-ternl planning that
are based on the assumption that the future is known, or at least kno\\'able.
They are not likely to be able to use the outputs of cOlnputer models to
determine a particular, narrowly defined future ecosystem trajecroly to fa
cilitate. Rather than attempt to define a specific set ofdesired fuuIre condi
tions, it may sometimes be more productive to define a broad set of unde
sired future conditions-conditions to be avoided. For example, undesired
future conditions might include loss of regional native biodiversity or criti·
cal ecosystem functions. Outcomes that do not fall within dle undesired fUM
ture conditions may be deemed acceptable. In the face of high uncertainl1\
managers might engage in scenario planning (described in Chapter 13), the
use of internally consistent visions of a range of possible futures to explore
potential future consequences ofdifferent decisions. For example, scenario
planning l11ight suggest dlat a particular set of management actions could
lead to ecosystems resilient to a wide variety of potential stresses, including
bom warmer and wetter and warmer and drier futures.

The anthropogenic threats to protected areas discussed in this
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chapterchapter presentpresent profOlmdprofound challengeschalknges toto protectedprotected areaarea stewardship.stewardship. TheseThese
challengeschallenges are2.t:c:.exacerbatedexacerbated byby thethe unprecedentedunprecedented furorefuture thatthat protectedprotectedareas~reas

faceface andand thethe limitedlimited abilityability ofof sciencescience toto predictpredict the.the futurefuture andand thethe W<dylli<:ely
outcomesoutcomes ofof managementmanagement interventions.interventions. However,However, asas challengingch~en.ging asas ourour
assessmentsassessments maymay initiallyinitially sound,soun~ wewe firmlyfirmly believebelieve d,atthat scientists,sCIentIsts, managmanag~

ers,ers, andand policymakerspolicymakers cancan workwork togethertogethe.r toto definedefine newn~wways~ray~ toto protectprotect keykey
valuesvalues ofofparksparks andand wildernesswilderness areas:areas: newnew goals,goals, newneWlnSt1tUt1~ns,institutions, newn~wplanplan
ningning processes,processes, andand newnew lnanagementmanagc.mem approaches,approaches, umovacionsumovatIons discusseddIscussed

moremotC fullyfully inin thethe chapterscbapters thatthat follow.follow.
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